Tech giants and human rights: Investor expectations
Introduction

Information technology is embedded in global society and used daily by billions of people. The internet, personal electronic devices and social media are intrinsic to our economic and social future and offer important opportunities to tackle social and sustainability challenges. Yet concern at tech giants’ negative human rights impacts is growing and society’s trust in them is being corroded. Jeopardising tech giants’ social license to operate, this also carries significant business and investment risks.

Tech giants’ human rights impacts range widely. Besides workforce and other supply chain issues, they include impacts linked to the gathering, use and commercialisation of personal data; facilitating the spread of hate speech, misinformation, political extremism, terrorism, electoral manipulation and the suppression of democratic dissent; the impacts of content moderation and encryption; discrimination and other human rights abuses resulting from algorithmic bias; and impacts on at-risk groups including children and human rights defenders. At system level, further impacts relate to concentration of wealth and reinforcement of inequalities, large-scale tax avoidance and its consequences for public revenues, economic instability and criminality linked to cryptocurrencies, for example. Many such issues have assumed new dimensions in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Regulators face difficulties in addressing such risks and securing compliance by powerful tech giants whose activities are dynamic, diversified, transnational and technically complex. In many cases, root causes of risks to human rights go beyond individual products or services to implicate tech giants’ business models, corporate governance and incentives structures, as well as the effects of dominant market positions that assume, but also transcend, the decisions and conduct of individual corporations.

These investors’ expectations of tech giants on human rights were developed by the Swedish Council on Ethics of the Swedish national pension funds. Analysis of the context for the expectations was developed in collaboration with the Danish Institute for Human Rights. The expectations are primarily directed at the boards of tech giants and intended to serve as a foundational building block for investor interaction with tech giants on human rights.
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Tech giants and human rights: Investor expectations

- Tech giant boards should ensure that the company has a policy to respect human rights and that relevant measures are integrated into corporate business strategy, risk management, and reporting.
- Tech giant boards should ascertain that the ensuing human rights responsibilities are clearly defined within the organisation and they should effectively guide, monitor, and review company management in carrying out these efforts.
- Tech giant boards should be transparent about the topics raised in this document. Appropriate and timely reporting, as well as measurable data, are important in this regard. Investors use information from such reporting to identify how human rights issues may affect tech giants’ performance, risk, and prospects, and to assess whether they are taking relevant steps to develop a long-term business strategy addressing their role and responsibilities in relation to human rights.

Integrate human rights considerations into business strategy, policy and planning

- Tech giants should make a commitment and define a strategy and adopt policies regarding respect for human rights in line with the UNGPs and other standards identified in this document.
- Tech giant policies should include measures to identify and assess actual or potential adverse human rights impacts, integrate the findings to prevent or mitigate such impacts, track effectiveness and communicate externally.
- Tech giant policies should provide for the remediation of adverse human rights impacts.
- Tech giants should regularly consider whether their remuneration, incentive systems, and wider company culture integrate respect for human rights adequately. Employees and contractors must be made aware of company strategy and policies.

Integrate human rights into risk management

- Tech giants should conduct ongoing human rights due diligence, based on the perspective of those who may be negatively impacted. They should strive to identify actual and potential negative impact on relevant human rights in relation to all aspects of a business operations. Consequently, tech giants should:
  - Identify and assess risks they pose to human rights in their activities and business models.
  - Specify actions to address identified risks, including through cessation, prevention and mitigation of potential abuses.
  - Define qualitative and quantitative indicators that enable monitoring and tracking of human rights impacts abuses caused by or otherwise linked to their activities. The performance of preventive and corrective actions should be tracked.
  - Communicate with external stakeholders including investors to account for how they address their human rights impacts.
Disclose strategy and report on human rights

- Tech giants should publicly disclose their human rights commitment, strategy, policies and processes.
- Tech giants should, for example, disclose action plans, governance structures, operational procedures and risk and impact assessments, as well as stakeholder relations with regards to human rights.
- Tech giants should ensure that information is communicated in a relevant and accessible manner.
- Tech giants should identify, monitor and at an appropriate level of detail report status of relevant human rights topics. Performance reporting should, as appropriate, use metrics that enable year-on-year comparison, in line with applicable internationally accepted reporting standards or initiatives.
- Tech giants should disclose information, at an appropriate level of detail, on activities in high-risk sectors and geographical areas and, as far as possible, be open about dilemmas they face.

Interaction with stakeholders, policy makers and regulators

- Tech giants should have policies for engaging constructively with policy-makers and regulators on human rights and be transparent about those policies or guidelines.
- Tech giants should outline their position on specific regulations relevant to their business profitability and outlook and consider promotion of policies supportive of human rights.
- Tech giants should engage with human rights bodies, governments and regulatory bodies, industry peers, and other stakeholders on human rights issues, particularly those affected by their business, products and services. This applies both in collecting the necessary information and research, as well as in building preventive and corrective action plans.
- Tech giants should establish or participate in effective and accessible operational level grievance mechanisms for negative impacts on human rights, to secure effective access to remedy for those rights-holders affected or potentially impacted by their business activities.
Context for the expectations

1. Purpose, outline and scope

This context document aims to support investors to assess and engage tech giants in fulfilling the investor expectations described above. Section 2 outlines the universal human rights standards that provide the basis of human rights expectations for states, businesses and investors, as well as tech-specific laws and guidance that protect human rights. Section 3 highlights human rights risks and impacts of special relevance to tech giants, in particular: privacy and data protection; freedom of opinion, thought and expression; elections, public and political discourse; and discrimination and at-risk groups.

This document focuses on selected human rights risks relevant to tech giants and their platforms as such. It does not focus on human rights risks applicable to businesses generally, for example, those linked to terms and conditions of employment amongst direct workforce or in the supply chain, or environmental sustainability issues that are addressed by existing tools and guidance.¹

---

Box 1. Defining tech giants and platforms

What is a “tech giant”? “Tech giants” refers to technology companies that have a dominant position in markets for internet-based platforms and services. Alphabet (Google), Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Microsoft are usually referred to as tech giants. These companies offer services and platforms linked to marketplaces, search engines, social media, application distribution platforms, payment systems and digital commerce generally. This briefing uses the term “tech giants” to refer to technology companies whose business activities, size and market position raise human rights issues that are qualitatively different to those of other businesses.²

What is a platform? “Platform” refers to a widespread services and revenue model amongst technology companies. Many tech companies operate platforms, using these to provide a wide range of consumer and other services (e.g. Uber, Airbnb). Platform business models are generally based on the collection, analysis and commercial exploitation of personal data, preferences and behaviour, which companies gather by facilitating communication and services between individuals. This data may also be exchanged with states, for example, in the context of policing and intelligence activities.³ When using platforms, individuals’ communication and behaviour is conditioned by code and companies’ policies. The dominant platforms for information search, social networking and public discourse are operated by tech giants.

---

Box 2. International human rights standards

Internationally-recognised human rights are set out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the two primary international law instruments through which it has been codified, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights comprise the International Bill of Human Rights.

Further human rights are recognised in UN treaties on racial discrimination, discrimination against women, torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, enforced disappearances, the rights of children, persons with disabilities and migrant workers. Each instrument is supervised by an independent expert body to monitor states’ compliance with treaty obligations. Additional UN instruments elaborate on the rights of groups including indigenous peoples and national, ethnic religious and linguistic minorities.

Rights protected under the International Labour Organization’s (ILO) eight core conventions, set out in the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, are also recognized as human rights and as binding on all members of the ILO.
2. Business and human rights standards

2.1. Human rights: the corporate responsibility to respect and due diligence

Box 3. Business and human rights standards

The 2011 UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) are an authoritative global framework on business and human rights. Taking international human rights law as their baseline, the UNGPs are built on a three-pillar framework of the state duty to protect human rights, the corporate responsibility to respect human rights and victims’ right to access remedy for business-related human rights abuses. The European Commission has published an ICT sector guide on implementing the UNGPs.

The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises set out standards for responsible business conduct. In 2011, the OECD Guidelines were updated to include a chapter on human rights which aligns with the UNGPs. The OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Business Conduct provides practical guidance for companies on how to perform due diligence.

The UN Framework and UNGPs clarify that all businesses have a responsibility to respect internationally-recognised human rights, regardless of their size, sector, ownership or country of operation. This responsibility applies independently of whether governments in companies’ home or host states fulfil their own duties to protect human rights against business-related abuses.

Companies’ operations can impact on the human rights of their employees, contract workers, workers in supply chains, people in communities and the environment around their operations. The human rights of individuals using companies’ products or services may also be impacted. The UNGPs highlight that the corporate responsibility to respect human rights extends to a company’s relationships with business partners, its value chain and other State or non-State entities directly linked to its business operations, products or services.

The UNGPs highlight that businesses should, at a minimum, respect the human rights expressed in the International Bill of Human Rights and the ILO core labour standards which relate to forced labour, child labour, freedom of association and collective bargaining, and discrimination (see Box 2). Businesses are expected to adhere to additional human rights standards relevant in their circumstances. Accordingly, companies should:

- Adopt a publicly-available policy commitment to respect human rights
- Implement a human rights due diligence process to identify, assess and address their negative human rights risks and impacts, track the effectiveness of measures taken, and communicate publicly in appropriately accessible and transparent formats about their effectiveness, and
- Facilitate access to remedy for victims of human rights abuses in which they are implicated.9

Companies may cause, contribute or be directly linked to actual or potential human rights harm (see Box 4).

**Box 4. Cause, contribution and direct linkage**

According to the UNGPs and OECD Guidelines for MNEs, businesses – and investors - can be connected to human rights abuses in different ways. A business may cause an adverse human rights impact directly through its own acts or omissions. It may contribute to such an impact alongside or through other entities, including suppliers, users or customers. Finally, businesses can be directly linked to human rights abuses, for example through a business relationship. There is a continuum between contribution and direct linkage, which depends on the specific context and facts of the case at hand.

A company’s responsibility to remediate human rights abuses with which it is involved depends on whether it caused, contributed or was directly linked to the impact concerned. The responsibility to remediate may require that a business cease conduct causing abuses, remediate abuses that have occurred, and/or use leverage over entities causing harm with which it has a business relationship. Leverage refers to the ability to effect change in the wrongful practices of another party that is causing or contributing to an adverse human rights impact.10

### 2.2. Tech-specific laws and guidance

#### 2.2.1. Government regulation

National and other governmental laws, policies and guidance including those on the internet and associated technologies, products and services regulate the role, conduct and responsibilities of technology companies. Although regulations, such as those on universal service, data protection, cybercrime, platform liability, online racism and xenophobia and child sexual abuse may not explicitly refer to human rights, they frequently have the purpose and function of protecting individuals’ human rights. Examples of relevant regulations at EU level include the General Data Protection Regulation,11 Directive on combating sexual abuse and exploitation of children12 and European Digital Services Act.13

Recently, some states have enacted laws requiring or encouraging companies to undertake human rights due diligence as indicated by the UNGPs, while other governments and the EU have indicated the intention to do so.14 The EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive15 requires companies to publish information on their human rights policy and due diligence processes, and their supply chains, to the extent necessary for understanding their development, performance and position and impact on human rights.16 Some states have enacted requirements that companies report on data ethics in this context.17 Wherever applicable and in line with the corporate responsibility to respect human rights, tech giants should observe and implement all such rules and guidance.

#### 2.2.2. Human rights bodies

The UN General Assembly, UN Human Rights Council, and UN special procedures have published resolutions, decisions and reports on the human rights implications of the internet and associated technologies and business practices. These have addressed, for instance, censorship via filters and the blocking of content, digital platforms, the use of algorithms and artificial intelligence.18

Likewise, the Council of Europe (COE) has developed standards on emerging threats to human rights in the digital environment. It has adopted a Convention on Cybercrime19 and guidance on online freedom of expression, internet filters, search engines, social media platforms, internet users’ rights,20 privacy and data
The COE Recommendation on the roles and responsibilities of internet intermediaries aligns with the UNGPs and elaborates on corporate human rights responsibilities in the areas of transparency, content moderation, use of personal data and access to effective remedy. A further COE Recommendation considers business responsibilities linked to human rights impacts of algorithmic systems. The adoption of a legal framework on human rights issues linked to the development, design and application of AI is under consideration. Stakeholders and experts have established additional guidance and initiatives on tech companies and human rights developed as highlighted in Box 5 below.

**Box 5. Tech and human rights: further guidance and stakeholder initiatives**

The [Charter of Human Rights and Principles for the Internet](link) describes how universal human rights standards apply in the context of the internet and associated technologies.

The [Necessary and Proportionate Principles](link) describe how human rights should be respected in the context of surveillance of communications. The [Santa Clara Principles on Content Moderation](link) define minimum standards of transparency and accountability and call for companies to publish statistics, provide notice where content is removed and provide appeal mechanisms.

The [Manila Principles on Intermediary Liability](link) propose a human rights-based approach to legal rules defining the liability of internet intermediaries.

The Global Network Initiative (GNI) has developed a set of [voluntary principles](link) for tech and other companies addressing freedom of expression and privacy. The [Christchurch Call](link) is a commitment by governments and tech companies to eliminate terrorist and violent extremist content online which is implemented by the industry-led [Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism](link) (GIFCT).

[Ranking Digital Rights](link) assesses the disclosed commitments, policies and practices of internet, mobile, and telecommunications companies that affect freedom of expression and privacy of internet users and publishes an annual corporate Accountability Index.

The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights’ [B-Tech project](link) aims to provide guidance on implementation of the UNGPs in the tech sector. The Danish Institute for Human Rights has produced guidance on [human rights impact assessment](link) for technology companies and on [addressing digital technologies in national action plans](link) on business and human rights.

### 3. Tech giants: Selected human rights risks

#### 3.1. Human rights to privacy and data protection

The right to protection with respect to the processing of personal data forms part of the human right to respect for private and family life, home and correspondence. Privacy is an enabling right, meaning that it secures the enjoyment of other rights, including freedom of expression. It is strongly linked to human dignity and the free development of personality.

**HUMAN RIGHTS ENGAGED**

- **Privacy:** UDHR Article 12; ICCPR Article 17; ECHR Article 8; CFR (EU) Articles 7
- **Data protection:** CFR (EU) Article 8, Article 16 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the EU
3.1.1. Tech giants’ collection, processing and use of personal data

Tech giants’ business models assume the mass collection, processing and commercial exploitation of individuals’ personal information. This includes data disclosed by individuals, and data derived by tech giants from individuals’ decisions, actions and preferences in the context of internet search and social network activity and the use of other platforms and services, such as voice assistants. Data harvested by tech giants is used to profile individuals, to predict and influence their behaviour and to target them for commercial and political purposes.

The collection of personal data interferes with the right to privacy. Detailed individual profiles may, for example, include information on sexual or political preferences derived from online behaviour. Tech giants’ collection, processing and use of data are not transparent. Individuals using platforms typically have no or little effective control over what information is gathered about them or whether it is passed on to third parties. Tech giants’ business model has been referred to as ‘surveillance capitalism’ and its compatibility with human rights questioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 6. Data protection principles under the EU General Data Protection Regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) protects the human rights to privacy and data protection. Its requirements apply to all processing of personal data. They include data minimisation, purpose limitation, informed consent and access to data. The EU GDPR’s concept of “data protection by design” requires a proactive approach to data protection and respecting individuals’ human right to privacy from the earliest stages of product development. Under privacy by design, no action may be required by an individual user to protect privacy: the highest standards must be applied by default.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ <strong>Data minimisation:</strong> The type and volume of personal data must be relevant and limited to what is necessary given the specific purpose of its collection. Companies must not collect more personal data than necessary or without a specific purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ <strong>Purpose limitation:</strong> Personal data should only be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes; data may not be processed in a manner incompatible with the original purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ <strong>Individual right of access to data:</strong> Individuals must be able to access their own data collected by companies. Individuals have a right to know which personal data is being processed and with whom data is shared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ <strong>Consent:</strong> An individual’s consent should be a freely given, specific and informed indication of his or her agreement to the processing of the personal data in question.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.2. Profiling and automated decisions

Tech giants use individuals’ information to create user profiles based on their previous behaviour, “likes”, interests and demographic data. These data are then exploited commercially, including as a basis for micro-targeted advertising. Tech giants also make wide-ranging predictions about individuals’ behaviour based on the analysis of data that they harvest from individuals about their conduct and preferences. AI systems may use data to make automated decisions regarding the individual. They may also transform data, removing it from its original context, so that individuals do not know or understand how their data are used or how to delete them. Profiling and automated decision making have consequences for the right to privacy, to data protection and other human rights, for instance, those linked to political participation and to protection against discrimination (see Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

Box 7. Automated decisions under GDPR

The EU GDPR bans automated decisions that “significantly affect” the user under Article 22. Tech giants’ marketing activities, which are often based on automated processing, are not explicitly prohibited under this ban, but depending on the “depth” of the profiling some marketing activities may fall within the scope of article 22 for example, if knowledge about individual characteristics are exploited in the marketing.1

3.1.3. Encryption and anonymity

Encryption and anonymity can help to protect the human right to privacy in the online environment. Anonymity, and the ability to control when one’s identity is disclosed online can be important in safeguarding vulnerable or at-risk groups (see Section 3.4). Tech giants should assess the need for encryption as part of their human rights due diligence process. However, respect for human rights may also require tech giants to comply with legitimate government requests for decryption. For example, law enforcement bodies may lawfully require access to decryption of communications and identifying information held by tech giants in addressing criminality, threats to public security or safety.

3.1.4. Government access to platform data

Governments may request access to platforms’ data on individual users going beyond their lawful authority to do so, in breach of the human right to privacy and data protection. Tech giants must therefore assess government requests for data to ensure any disclosure complies with data protection and human rights standards. They should also disclose their policies, processes and practices in this area.
3.2. Human right to freedom of expression

The human right to freedom of expression underpins democracy and is essential for the protection of all other human rights and freedoms. It includes the freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. Internet platforms and social media generally facilitate communication and access to information. Given tech giants’ central role as a medium for enjoyment of freedom of expression, however, their conduct may also have negative impacts on it.

HUMAN RIGHTS ENGAGED

- **Freedom of expression**: UDHR & ICCPR Article 19; ECHR Article 10; CFR (EU) Article 11

3.2.1. Internet access

Lack of access to the internet and its content can impact negatively on human rights and may reinforce existing structures of inequality, for example related to gender or to disability. Lack of internet access is linked to denials of economic, social and cultural rights, such as the right to education, the right to an adequate standard of living and the right to health. Consequently tech giants should avoid creating ‘walled gardens’ and promote open internet access including and beyond sectors under their control.

3.2.2. Internet shutdowns

Internet shutdowns deliberately prevent or disrupt access to, or dissemination of, information online. Shutdowns may be network-wide or platform-specific. They may be ordered by governments, for example, in the context of civil unrest, but executed by network operators. Intentional prevention or disruption of access to information online typically violates international human rights law. Tech giants may have substantial leverage with state bodies requesting or ordering shutdowns and should seek to use such leverage to avoid the abuse of human rights, in line with the UNGPs.

3.2.3. Illegal content

Freedom of expression is not an absolute human right: it may be legitimately restricted by states under certain circumstances. Publication of some types of online content may be prohibited consistently with human rights. Indeed, governments are obliged to secure the removal of content that breaches human rights. As a result, states can legitimately require tech giants and other internet intermediaries to remove various types of illegal content, for instance, via general notice-and-action obligations or through specific requests. Tech giants should comply with such requests in line with their corporate responsibility to respect human rights. On the other hand, tech giants have a responsibility to remove content that breaches human rights even where government does not require this.

However, the control of online content by tech giants also entails human rights risks. In general, they are poorly positioned to make the needed assessments regarding the balancing of freedom of expression with other rights and interests. For example, tech giants may be inclined to remove too much content in order to avoid potential liability. States should thus avoid delegating responsibility to companies to adjudicate online content and at minimum supervise its removal.
3.2.4. Legal content and “community standards”

Content moderation refers to the management by platforms of user-generated material. Through this process, tech giants remove large amounts of content held to be in violation of their “community standards”. Typically, such “community standards”, and tech giants’ internal processes applying them are not fully aligned with international human rights standards.56 Tech giants should, by contrast, demonstrate that their terms of service, community standards and other policies governing the use of their platforms are based on and consistent with human rights standards.57 Tech giants’ moderation policies and practices should be aligned to human rights and provide due process in relation to decisions potentially breaching human rights, for instance, decisions blocking individual or group access to platforms or regarding content removal.

3.2.5. Automated content filters

Automated content filters are deployed by tech giants to identify and remove text or images from the web or prevent their upload. Such filters are typically applied to target illegal content.58 They operate via algorithms that analyse large volumes of data, ascertain patterns, and continually ‘learn’ from their decisions. Such filters may operate with subsequent human review or without human input. Automated content filters can prevent content previously deemed illegal from being re-uploaded to a platform.

However, automated content filters also pose risks to human rights. If they are under-sensitive, content that is illegal or in breach of human rights will not be removed. If they are over-sensitive, legal content may be removed, unduly restricting freedom of expression. Over time, as filters “learn”, they may remove additional content beyond their initially intended targets. Their algorithms may embody false and discriminatory assumptions about individuals. As filters’ ‘decisions’ are made in secret, the reasons for content removal based on them are not known to individuals, making removals hard or impossible to assess and challenge, and jeopardising due process. Accordingly, tech giants must establish human rights-aligned principles and process to ensure proportionality of any interference with human rights and adequate scope for challenges and remediation linked to removal decisions.

3.2.6. Automated content selection

When individuals search the internet using tech giants’ platforms and search engines, algorithmic decisions determine what online content they see. This can restrict the individual’s right to freedom of information. It may also contribute to fragmentation of the public sphere and polarisation of public and political debate via the creation of ‘echo chambers’.

Tech giants’ platforms should adopt measures that make it possible for users to access a diversity of political views and perspectives. They should also be transparent about the use and practical impact of any automated tools they use, including the extent to which such tools deploy data harvesting, targeted advertising, and the sharing, ranking or removal of content, especially election-related content59 (see Section 3.3 Elections, public and political discourse).

3.2.7. Terrorism and violent extremism

The UN Security Council has noted with concern the use of the internet for terrorist purposes.60 Content arising from or intended to promote terrorism or violent extremism is addressed by specific guidelines, including the Christchurch Call61 facilitated by the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT).62 On the one hand, states and companies are obliged to prevent the use of platforms for terrorist purposes to protect human rights. On the other hand, the blocking, filtering or removal of content for this legitimate
purpose can also interfere with freedom of expression if legality, proportionality or other criteria are not met.63 Tech giants must therefore establish clear and human rights-aligned policies and practices in this area.

### 3.3. Elections, public and political discourse

**HUMAN RIGHTS ENGAGED**
- **Free and fair elections**: Article 21 UDHR; Article 25 ICCPR; Articles 39, 40, 41 CFR (EU).
- **Freedom of expression**: Article 19 UDHR; Article 19 ICCPR; Article 10 ECHR.
- **Privacy**: Article 12 UDHR; Article 17 ICCPR; Article 8 ECHR; Articles 7, 8 CFR (EU);
- **Life, liberty and security**: Article 3 UDHR; Articles 6, 9, 20 ICCPR; Article 6 CFR (EU)
- **Freedom from discrimination**: Article 2, 7 UDHR; Articles 2, 3, 26 ICCPR; Article 14 ECHR; CEDAW; CERD.

As a principal medium for the exchange of information, including news, social and political communications, tech giants’ platforms have a central function in the context of elections, public and political discourse, presenting a range of human rights risks and challenges.

#### 3.3.1. Disinformation

**Box 8. Disinformation, Mis-information and Mal-information**
- **Disinformation** is “false, inaccurate or misleading information designed, presented and promoted to intentionally cause public harm or for profit”64
- **Mis-information** describes situations where false information is shared, but no harm is meant
- **Mal-information** describes situations where genuine information is shared to cause harm, often by moving information designed to stay private into the public sphere65

Disinformation can distort electoral outcomes by misleading individuals or generally undermining trust in public debate and institutions, with negative consequences for the human right to free and fair elections, amongst others.66 On the other hand, the human right to freedom of expression is not limited to ‘correct’ statements67 so that removing disinformation from platforms can also interfere with freedom of expression in certain circumstances.68

Accordingly, tech giants should have clear and accessible policies on disinformation that are aligned with human rights.69 Content moderation based on such policies should be supported by appropriate due process, encompassing a right of appeal, and should apply to automated processes.70 In addition, platforms should apply reasonable effort to address disinformation, misinformation, mal-information and election-related spam, including through independent fact-checking and other measures, such as advertisement archives, appropriate content moderation and public alerts.71

#### 3.3.2. Political advertising and user profiling

Tech giants’ platforms permit micro-targeted advertising based on individual behaviour and preferences. In political advertising, micro-targeting can be used to deliver specific messages based on targeted information intended to influence individuals’ voting or other political behaviour.72 Such messages may contain disinformation, while their impact on the right to free and fair elections are not yet fully understood.73
3.3.3. Conflict-affected areas and non-democratic states

The use of tech giants’ platforms systematically to surveil individuals, targeted groups or the population at large may be linked to human rights abuses, for instance, breaches of the human rights to life, against torture or inhuman and degrading treatment, to privacy, to liberty and security of person and fair trial rights. Such risks are aggravated in conflict and post-conflict settings, as well as in countries under non-democratic rule. Human rights risks linked to disinformation may also be intensified in such settings, where in general it is difficult to verify the source and reliability of information. Tech giants have the same responsibilities as other businesses under the UNGPs and should operate in conflict and post-conflict settings with heightened regard for human rights.

3.4. Discrimination and at-risk groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUMAN RIGHTS ENGAGED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freedom from discrimination: UDHR &amp; ICCPR Article 2; ICCPR Articles 20(2), 24 and 26; ECHR Article 14; CFR (EU) Article 21; Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW); International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD); Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender equality: ICCPR Article 3; CEDAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality before the law: UDHR Article 7 and ICCPR Article 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childrens’ rights: Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers’ rights: Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention; Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tech giants’ conduct may impact on the human right not to be discriminated against on the basis of protected characteristics, such as race, ethnicity, gender, disability, age, religion or belief or sexual orientation. Discrimination may be direct or indirect. Direct discrimination occurs when an individual is treated differently based on a protected characteristic. Indirect discrimination occurs where a policy or process subjects those with a protected characteristic to disadvantage. In addition, at-risk groups such as human rights defenders or vulnerable individuals such as those dependent on state welfare in meeting basic human needs may also be disproportionately affected by tech giants’ activities in ways that harm human rights.

3.4.1. Hate speech

International human rights standards do not define "hate speech" as such. However, states have a duty to protect individuals against “national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence”. This duty is implemented via a range of national and regional laws.

Tech giants’ platforms can be used as a medium for spreading “hate speech” and for communications that seek to incite discrimination or violence. Consequently human rights bodies have developed standards addressing online hate speech. The COE Convention on Cybercrime and its Additional Protocol govern hate speech motivated by racism and xenophobia. The EU’s Code of Conduct on Countering Illegal Hate Speech Online is a voluntary agreement subscribed to by companies including Facebook, Instagram, Microsoft and YouTube. States have also enacted laws to prohibit and punish online hate speech. Such legislation must be carefully applied to ensure that, while achieving its primary aim, it does not unduly restrict legitimate expression. Likewise, tech giants’ content moderation policies and practices must be aligned with human rights and applied to secure these twin goals.
3.4.2. Artificial intelligence

It is sometimes suggested that AI can eliminate unconscious bias and discrimination from public and private decision-making. Yet AI may embed discriminatory assumptions made by programmers or resulting from biases in underlying data used to ‘train’ algorithms.\textsuperscript{92} AI may thus reinforce, rather than redress, discrimination.\textsuperscript{93} As a result, human rights bodies have issued standards and guidance on how human rights, including the right to freedom from discrimination, should be safeguarded in AI development. Data used to ‘train’ algorithms must be of sufficient quality and not embody underlying bias; its data, code, logic and development should be transparent; and algorithms’ implications for human rights should be subject to impact assessment and independent oversight.\textsuperscript{94}

3.4.3. Impacts on vulnerable and at-risk groups

The human rights of vulnerable and at-risk groups may be severely impacted by abuses in the online environment. Particular issues are raised in relation to children, for instance, as regards sexual exploitation and abuse\textsuperscript{95} and through potential impacts on their development.\textsuperscript{96} As regards women, platforms may be utilised to threaten or incite gender-based violence and may discourage women’s public and political participation.\textsuperscript{97} This also applies to sexual and other minorities.\textsuperscript{98} Human rights defenders may be targeted for serious human rights abuses by governments or private actors using or using information gleaned from tech giants’ platforms.\textsuperscript{99} Tech giants’ policies and due diligence processes should adequately address such differentiated human rights risks and impacts.
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